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“Complexity is your
enemy. Any fool can
make something
complicated. It is hard
to keep things simple.”
—Sir Richard Branson

Demand for variety and customization is exploding. Customers, channel
partners, and consumers are being told again and again they can have anything
they want. The growing variety takes many forms—expanded features,
enhanced product quality and durability, higher performance, bundled services,
dynamic pricing—the list goes on.
The increased competitive intensity appears everywhere. Boeing increased 787
production rates faster than any commercial widebody ever. No two 787s are
exactly alike. Airbus is attempting to follow suit. Innovation is crossing traditional
industry boundaries. Today, we see aerospace company SpaceX adopting higherrate manufacturing techniques perfected in automotive production. Audi, BMW,
Ford, GM, and others are working on sensing and adaptive control technologies
adapted from aerospace in pursuit of vehicle autonomy. As customers see the
“art of the possible” elsewhere, they want more. The Internet has convinced
us that we can have exactly what we want and it will be perfect just for us—if
we will only take the time to find it.
One mandate for global businesses today is certain: Evolve or die.
Today’s business leaders see multiple paths to respond. Few have the luxury of
standing still. Most are redesigning part or all of their value chains to provide an
expanding feature and service set at ever lower cost. There are many techniques
to choose from—redesign for manufacturability, moving work to low-cost
countries, continuous process improvement, advanced planning tools, industrial
automation, SKU rationalization, and more. Unguided, all of those approaches
can embed challenges throughout the value stream and add complexity that can
quickly overwhelm incumbent business models. Business leaders need to move
beyond these transitory fixes to change the scope, scale, and organization of their
operations to perform against the new requirements.
There is no simple solution. Profit pools and drivers of value vary by industry.
Customer preferences (e.g., service levels, features, cost, etc.) and mix
vary as well. Unfortunately, business process redesign of the ’90s and ERP
system implementation of the ’00s didn’t solve the complexity problem. Those
efforts provided tremendous value with real-time operational insight, and even
highlighted some value chain structure and policy challenges. Neither, however,
auto-tunes or self-corrects to moving market requirements.
In our view, creating a truly market-adaptive business model means today’s
business leaders must balance the value of variety with the cost of complexity—
and build a plan to do it quickly. At KPMG LLP (KPMG), we have built an approach
we call Profitable Business Streams (PBS) to provide a holistic methodology to
this continuing challenge. We combine a market-backed understanding for valued
business requirements with a platform-based delivery system to create stepchange performance improvement and reset opportunities for continued learning.
Applying PBS yields customized methodologies based on market position,
value, proposition, product/service architecture, and value chain structure. Our
clients have seen dramatic improvements—step changes in performance of
20–40 percent unit cost reduction and 5–20 percent revenue uplift.
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The cyclic challenge
Experience shows that many business leaders try to offset the
expanding complexity from servicing multiple customers with a “one
size fits all” operating model. Over time, however, the overhead
costs grow parasitic and true product profitability collapses. The
lack of focused differentiation frequently leads to underperformance
in the marketplace. In response, firms periodically redesign/
redeploy/replan/simplify to hack away the nonvalue-add and reset
performance. That works for a while, until the same business model
ossification sets in and we grow complex in a different way for a
different reason. The challenge is cyclic.
Typical start-ups take one of two simple forms with laser focus on
their customer value proposition:
Any color as long as it is black
A single product or service for an identifiable customer base that
is designed, produced, marketed, and sold by a singularly focused
staff. In its heyday, the Model T made for a simple business at Ford.
Standardized supplier invoices were weighed rather than read,
tabulated, and totaled each month. Perfectly balanced production
lines did not require advanced planning. Line-sequencing and mix
management staffs and systems were not even a twinkle in anyone’s
eye. Ford achieved huge manufacturing and distribution scale with
very little overhead.
The custom craftsman
At the other extreme you find a local custom-build general contractor
or craftsperson. Sketch out your requirements on a napkin and
(eventually) they will make exactly what you want. Procurement?
Handled by contractor. AP/AR? Contractor. IT/Design systems? In
the notebook. Manufacturing process? Bespoke with general tools.
A simple, customer-centric business with lots of expertise, but again,
near-zero overhead.
The challenge is that few (if any) scale businesses live at their
extremes of simplicity. We respond to the need for value-added
variety, we reach for scale, and we add planning systems, controls,
and hundreds of varieties of tech support specialization. We install
scores of enabling systems and tools. We expedite because priorities
change. The result is too often too-high cost with too-low service
levels to meet market needs—and ultimately a loss of focus on the
unique needs and value propositions for the core market segments.
Unbound business complexity almost always evolves from the best
of intentions. The average start-up, for example, is characterized
by its utter simplicity: a single product or service for an identifiable
customer base that is made, marketed, and sold by a focused staff.
When simplicity reigns, it serves customers as well as it
does providers.
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Figure 1
Variety shifts dramatically over time, and market positioning is frequently a moving target
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Heat
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Window cranks
AM/FM stereo

Air conditioning
Halogen headlamps
Four-wheel ABS
Power side mirrors
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Theft-deterrent alarm
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Cruise control

Manufactured in-line permutations
Millions

Rear-window electric
defogger
Driver/front passenger
air bags
Front/rear side curtain
air bag
Child seat latch system
Tire pressure monitor
Remote keyless entry
Variable, speed-sensitive
wipers
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Source: http://www.chevrolet.com/malibu-mid-size-sedan/build-your-own.html (7/8/2016)
Source: Interview with manager at Chevy dealership: http://www.momentumchevrolet.com/

Witness Henry Ford’s famous offer for his original Model T: “You can get it in any color, so long as it is
black.” But as time goes on, most offerings evolve—customer demands change, competitors innovate,
channels diverge, etc. As the form, fit, function, price, and support options grow over time, value chains
get more complicated. Even the simplest mom-and-pop operations eventually transform into more
complex enterprises.
To combat Ford, during the 1920s, General Motors offered “a car for every purse and purpose.” Alfred
Sloan’s revolutionary approach to market segmentation created choice and feature mix customized to
each socioeconomic strata. The entry Chevrolet brand was tuned for price-sensitive, new auto buyers.
Cadillac targeted higher-end buyers with added value and curb appeal. Pontiacs, Oldsmobiles, and
Buicks spanned tthe spectrum in between. Eventually all competitors within the automotive industry
followed suit with their own mix of automobiles for a diverse, new generation of car buyers. For many,
this approach created a coherent value chain from innovation through delivery to aftermarket service to
ensure quality control and reinforce the user experience at every step of the product life cycle.
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Eventually all that variety became unwieldy to manage and deliver.
Customers were presented with near infinite permutations—much
of it unnecessary. Nobody really valued 13 different optional shades
of gray in the trunk. Very few wanted power door locks with manual
mirrors and windows. The pendulum swung toward simplicity—
Honda, Nissan, and Toyota all designed platforms with standard
selections and options packages to improve quality and in turn reduce
cost and increase competitiveness. Suddenly, all that customization
looked quaint, unnecessary—and expensive. Today’s pendulum
swings back. Auto manufacturers are working to incorporate new
features around dramatically new missions (e.g., clean propulsion,
autonomy, etc.). Incorporating these new technologies on different
clockspeeds will likely challenge auto producers going forward.
This ebb and flow in requirements creates business model
challenges for most. Companies struggle to match the complexity in
their legacy processes with ever-changing participation requirements.
They can underperform in several ways:
—— Process complexity erodes scale and economies diminish.
—— Overhead and other indirect costs grow with volume, but they are
difficult to unwind.
—— Cost structure and service levels are designed for worstcase situations.
—— Seemingly high-margin legacy support requirements reduce
incentive to change or improve.
—— Different functional agendas dilute messaging and a focus on
valued customers.
—— Offerings miss emerging desirable market segments.
Correcting these problems requires more than a functionally limited
solution. Simply rationalizing SKUs does not reveal and attack
the sticky costs in overhead. Design for manufacturing (DFM) may
take some process overheads for granted. Culling suppliers does not
allow you to get to the sources of supplier cost—engineering,
planning, buffers, and the flexibility to change. Process reengineering
does not typically go deep enough to address changing product/
service needs and mixes and how they translate to operating
requirements. The answer lies in a concerted, cross-functional effort
that aligns sources of value in the marketplace with the right amount
of complexity in the delivery system.
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Consciously balancing complexity
and variety

—— What conflicts do the new capabilities create among
our various functional agendas, and how do we
effectively adapt?
In our view, the cost of complexity and the value of
variety must be consciously balanced. Look for where the
organization is not sufficiently managing variety to better
drive value and competitive advantage. This starts with
identifying customer segments, each with unique drivers of
value. These customer segments can be identified by those
that require different product features or customization,
price points, response time, or possibly channel and sales
preferences. Once this segmentation occurs, detailed
insight into the market-backed value propositions are
generated from the fact base for operating model tradeoffs with the delivery system.
Each of these identified customer segments introduces
complexity into the delivery system by requiring different
products or services to win their sale. These complexity
costs can be spread across the delivery system, from
marketing and sales through product delivery and
maintenance. For example:
—— A unique customer segment that demands faster
delivery times will likely require a more fluid
communication capability with suppliers and the
production system, or in more extreme cases, an
inventory strategy.
—— Being affordable for price-sensitive customers translates
to the need for reuse and modularity in both the design
and production approach.
Ultimately, companies can take advantage of two areas
for improvement (Figure 2). Both need to be solved

These two levers are inextricably intertwined. Restating
variety offers options to recraft the delivery system.
A retooled delivery system can offer a scalar performance
improvement for those refined offerings. Finding the
right balance entails enterprise-wide trade-offs, not local
functional optimization. New models also require policies
to guard against entropy.
Figure 2
Two distinct sets of choices must come together to fix
the business
Operating model performance
Before...

After...

Operations cost ($)

—— How do these challenges translate to complexities in
fulfillment?

—— Optimize the delivery system to provide the best
value at the lowest cost. Better align the delivery
model with needs that differentiate performance.
Refine and segment requirements around business
streams that reinforce standard work. Then redesign
key processes to meet needs while reducing the overall
cost to serve.
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—— What feature and service mixes are emerging, and how
do they create new integration needs?

—— Understand the sources of value from variety to
focus on the right variety, not just more variety.
Analyze customer and channel requirements (speed
versus functionality versus cost). Determine the best
differentiation against competitors (order winners
versus table stakes). Then refine offerings to meet
or beat the market, capture share, and deepen
relationships.

Revenue from variety ($)

—— What are sources of value and how do they differ from
the past?

simultaneously to match the value of variety with the
cost of complexity:

Revenue from variety ($)

Business leaders need to reassess their value proposition
in its entirety, from market demand requirements, to
business model choices, capability requirements, and
operating model designs across the supporting value
stream. KPMG’s PBS methodology helps clients both
identify opportunities in the market “profit pools” and align
the operational “business streams” to extract as much
value from the markets they serve as possible. To do so,
they must answer the following:

Change the shape
of the supply
curve
More
variety
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KPMG’s Profitable Business Streams
Today’s monolithic business model tends toward design for the worst case. Over time, the production
system grows more complicated as protections are put in place “this happened once” problems. Old
(dis)incentives like“ You’ll be fired if you hold up the line...” quickly turn into extra inventory and extra time
to allow for the unforeseen. Complex overheads and information flows are focused on relaying status
instead of solving the exceptional problem. Dispatch reports and hot sheets sequence and resequence
the production schedules. Expensive systems that provide extensive choice whether it is used or not.
Part rolls and drawing changes can be obscured in the repetitive sharing of all the things that did not
change for this unit. All of these necessitate person-in-the-loop interpretations of drawings and schedules
in case a change, a shortage, or a new customer priority slips in.
In-house and an out-of-house requirements are rarely balanced as well. Capacities are more often
sized to peak need instead of variabilized to better match real utilization. New programs, products,
configurations, and features are insourced to fill the plant and improve utilization. Over time, all of these
compromises result in a fixed cost base that dominates variable and unlinks costs from the necessary
activities and true drivers needed to perform. Total cost to serve suffers.
At KPMG, we take a holistic approach to segmenting the market into profit pools, characterizing the
drivers of value, and designing customized delivery systems to help extract the most value out of
the most attractive and fastest growing segments in the market. We call this approach to developing
optimized delivery systems PBS. These are essentially mini operating models, which are focused on
businesses within a business. They align pieces of the delivery system with clusters of customer need.
They allow companies to optimize their performance by creating focus within each of the business
streams—a “divide and conquer” approach to controlling business complexity.
Figure 3
KPMG’s PBS: Balancing the value of variety with the cost of complexity
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Economics of the supply chain, intersected with the demand for variety, to achieve optimal performance
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So, how to get there? KPMG’s PBS methodology has three components:
1) Understand the sources of value in the market and how those
translate to a coherent set of product and service offerings.
2) Understand the activities and drivers of cost to understand where
value is created and how to protect performance of critical operations.
3) Model alternative value stream and control system segmentations to
find the best fit performance and satisfy management appetite for risk.
The unique segments of customer demands within a market determine
the value of variety, logical profit pools, and their associated market size
and growth rates. Each of these profit pools has different underlying
drivers of value (e.g., speed to market, price point, service levels,
features, etc.). Each of these market segments should be sized and
assessed for competitiveness, trends, margin expectation, and overall
market attractiveness. This market analysis will later be used as a part of
the fact base to assess areas to pursue for opportunity.
The cost of complexity in the delivery system that supplies these
product and service segments can be measured and segmented in a
similar fashion. A set of analysis of labor, infrastructure, and supplier
costs is performed to determine the implied cost and time to service
each one of these unique customer requirements across the value
stream. Cost and speed drivers are identified, in conjunction with a set
of levers for improvement.
These two sets of analyses are combined to generate performance
trade-offs and guide the development of a set of operating model
alternatives. Our approach generates sets of PBS. Within each,
processes, assets, flows and overheads are tuned to specific use
cases—combinations of responsiveness, flexibility and cost. Each
alternative is simulated to evaluated performance against a different
market scenarios. These alternative designs are socialized and tested
against management’s appetite for risk versus performance to identify a
best fit.
KPMG’s PBS methodology is applicable across industries and segments.
A PBS effort typically requires refreshed and restated product/service
offering, revised operating model, and policies and capabilities for
reinforcing the new approaches. The benefits reflect the level of effort.
It is common to see 20–40 percent cost improvement and up to
5–20 percent revenue lift.
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PBS in action across industries
Figure 4
PBS permutations across industries examples and benefits
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Potential opportunities
—— Quicker customer response time

—— Penetrate new markets

—— Leverage scale benefits

—— Cross-trained specialists

—— Customer-centric, cross-functional teams

—— Improved forecasting and planning

—— End-to-end process management

—— Dedicated centers in low-cost location

—— Postponement of customization

—— Process standardization

—— Infrastructure optimization

—— Better quality management

Here are two case studies in more detail:
Building systems provider harnesses growth in its catalog business
Here is how the process worked for a KPMG client, a leading building systems provider for large
buildings, skyscrapers, and campuses. The company dominated a small segment of the market
(high-capability, engineered-to-order systems). It offered millions of configurations; a multimonth
lead time; a single, common supply chain; and shared production resources. Due to the company’s
demanding customers, its default offering was a high-variety product and a highly capable and complex
delivery system. Newer and nimbler entrants with lower costs were taking market share.
In examining the company’s performance for the past three years, we realized it actually had three
different businesses:
—— A set of standard products, the area of the business growing the fastest but underperforming on
service and cost, and ultimately losing contracts to new competitors
—— The configured-to-order business, where the company was perceived as hard to work with but
delivering high quality
—— The highly customized, engineered-to-order business, which has performed well.
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By identifying the needs of each business, we could segregate them into three different business
streams, each tuned to a different type of performance:
—— PBS1: A basic stream to provide standard build-to-suit installations quickly
—— PBS2: A better stream to provide configured-to-order systems at 20 percent less time and
30 percent less cost
—— PBS3: A best stream to continue building the complex, customized systems the company was known for
priced to value to ensure profitability.
Figure 5
PBS building systems manufacturer case study example
Before
Market requirements

After
Operating model
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Lower price and lead time

PBS
1

Standard
buildings
Standard
buildings
Unique
configurations

Custom
applications

Basic and special
configurations
— Single sales and engineering
configuration approach
— Limited procurement scale
— Single production system

Unique
configurations

PBS
2

Better

— Value-add configuration option

Custom
projects

Custom
applications

PBS
3

Best

— Custom design project teams

Less price sensitivity
Losing market share
Low, single-digit margins
Cost and lead times comparatively high
More customization than competitors

Basic

— “Catalog” standard configuration options
— Streamlined production system

— Custom design project teams

—
—
—
—

Operating model

Lower price and lead time

Less price sensitivity

Outcomes

— 10%–20% cost base improvement
— Fair market share revenue upside
— 40% lead time compression

The problem did not lend itself to a point solution because the answers were cross-functional and living
between the typical organizational functions. The question of how much variety versus how much cost
needed to be resolved across the management team at the profit-and-loss owner level. Each business
stream needed different production systems, physical flows, unique suppliers, and differentiated sales
tools—a complete transformation of the business model encompassing the full strategy-through-results
life cycle.
Such a transformational agenda also produced transformational results. Applying our PBS methodology
provided 15 percent top-line growth, compressed lead time by 40 percent, and cut unit costs by
5–30 percent, depending on which stream the job ran through. This increase in efficiencies allowed
leadership to shift their energy and priorities to pursuing new growth opportunities.
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Aircraft manufacturer optimizes its
production system
A commercial aircraft manufacturer found itself trying to customize options and features to every
customer. Over time, treating each customer as unique created a number of problems in the company’s
delivery system.
The biggest problem was that treating every plane like a snowflake had expensive consequences. They were
behind on their production schedule, program costs were on the rise, and traditional Lean and Six Sigma
approaches to improvement were not making an impact on performance. Utilizing the PBS methodology,
a team was able to segment aircraft features into categories of value to customers, and then balance the
value the customers saw in these features (e.g., interior options, colors, location of the service station) with
the cost to the operational delivery system. Each custom feature evaluated was matched to its impact on
cost and schedule across the value stream (e.g., sales effectiveness, impact on overhead, supply base scale,
production speed, etc.). Depending on the value to the customer versus the impact on the delivery system,
each product was given a unique identifier:
—— PBS1: Runners parts that every configuration uses – increasing economies of scale, speeding up delivery
times, and reducing complexity for engineering, suppliers, and the production system
—— PBS2: Repeaters catalog features – known and repeatable options customers see value in and support
competitiveness
—— PBS3: Strangers parts and features – a set of custom engineering and production options customers are
willing to pay more for and the economics of price and cost to service make sound business sense.
Segmenting customer options and configuration allowed the aircraft manufacturer to have a systematic way
to value customer options and translate it to the impact on the supply base and delivery system. The project
resulted in a reduction in operating expenses of 15 percent, an increase in supplier quality, and enabled a
twofold increase in production rate.
Figure 6
PBS aircraft manufacturer case study example
Before
Market requirements
—
—

After
Operating model

Platform-based, with
customer-selected options
and customizations
Major/minor model variation

Market requirements
—

Products and
processes:

—

Operating model

Platform-based, with
customer-selected options
and customizations
Major/minor model variation

Products and
processes:
PBS
1

One process fits all
—
—
—
100% of parts
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

Each airplane considered
entirely unique
Ordering and configuration
systems designed to handle
infinite variability
Frequent upstream design
changes such as new
features, line modifications,
and bid competitions
Long time to market
MRP-driven planning
>30% of resources devoted
to managing changes

Processes organized around exceptions, not rules
Multiple BOMs in different systems per airplane
Any part drawing could change at any time
Suppliers price to protect for demand variability

Common to every model
Changes minimized
Pull-production from suppliers
PBS
2

—
—

80%
of parts

15%

—
—

Outcomes

—
—
—
—

Repeaters

Design reuse
Variability limited to previously
delivered options
PBS
3

5%

Runners

Strangers

Highly variable/custom
Many processes still repeatable

Operating expense reduction of 30%
Single integrated BOM per airplane
Bundled changes incorporated at blockpoints
Greater predictability to suppliers of part demand
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Conclusion: Providing value at the
appropriate cost
PBS is a powerful approach to manage the variety and
complexity that are natural by-products of an increasingly
competitive, transparent, and interdependent economy.

Market characteristics
—— Competitors or new entrants

Businesses can create and align multiple flows to serve
multiple needs and deliver differentiated products and
services. The simplest and most predictable services
and products can flow through the most efficient
streams of people, and assets with the best applicable
control systems and processes. Harder, less predictable
undertakings can flow through a more flexible (but more
expensive) infrastructure. Easy operations do not require
the expensive management and operational infrastructure
that more complicated activities need.

—— Transition from product to life cycle cost

In an economy characterized by greater and greater information
transparency and laden with information technology and
operational advances that make mass customization possible,
customers stand an excellent chance of getting exactly what
they want. The challenge for companies is not achieving a single
point of focus—it is harmony.

—— Push-based planning and bull-whipping

—— Emerging bundling
—— Customers are requesting different and/or customized
offerings
Value chain characteristics
—— Multitiered, multicommodity supply chains
—— Multiple business groups with different systems/
processes/suppliers
—— In-line change and customization

PBS can make the difference between leading and lagging
performance as companies more effectively match the cost
of complexity with the value of variety. The PBS methodology
can generate improvements across a diverse set of industries;
however, businesses with highly engineered products and
services can see value in a PBS approach.
Signs PBS may be an effective approach for your
business
PBS can be applied across an entire delivery system all at
once or for targeted improvement areas. When diagnosing
an opportunity for improvement, we recommend looking
at the product, market, and value chain characteristics
for indicators of segmentation and complexity. Consider
the following checklist of signs to help you determine
where PBS may be the next natural step to achieve that
harmonious flow throughout your business:
Product characteristics
—— High part number and part turnover counts
—— High engineered and/or configured content per unit
—— Moving from hardware to software
—— Customer feedback is that you are “overpriced” or
“slow with innovation”
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